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A metaphor compares two things by saying they are the same thing. For example: The waves were dinosaurs,
pounding the shore. Choose words that the students will find relevant to their age level. Write a metaphor that
describes how you felt. Common Sense is the nation's leading nonprofit organization dedicated to improving
the lives of kids and families by providing the trustworthy information, education, and independent voice they
need to thrive in the 21st century. Answer the questions to help you. Click on this chart to download. This
shows your students not only what both of these concepts are, but also how to execute them in their writing.
After reading each passage, ask your students what the words are comparing and what they mean. Remind
students to check for subject-verb agreement. Check for understanding. Related learning resources Worksheet
Simile or Metaphor Can you tell the difference between a simile and a metaphor? Help them develop their
comparison and to make it a metaphor and continue to demonstrate this comparison as needed. Demonstrate
the technique by completing several of the metaphors. Tell your students that a simile is a comparison that
uses the words "like" or "as. Check for understanding and work with students struggling with these
comparisons in a small group. Instruct children to respond to their group members' poem using "Two Stars
and a Wish" in the comment boxes. Metaphor: a figure of speech that compares two different things to each
other that have similar characteristics. Discuss responses using poll data shown on the Smartboard. Here are a
few tips and resources to help you build a simile and metaphor unit for your ELA lessons. These activities do
not take much preparation, but get your whole class or group involved. Tell your students you are going to
play a simile game and that you will first demonstrate how to play it. Tell students that they will practice
identifying similes and metaphors. Download to read more Differentiation Enrichment: Challenge students to
take the comparisons they wrote during independent working time and create a poem that uses two or more of
the comparisons they wrote. Give them a set number of each that must appear in the story and then let them go
to work. Students will seek to distinguish betweenâ€”and determine the meanings ofâ€”simple similes and
metaphors with this multiple choice activity. For instance, are your coach tough as nails? Step 2: Model
Similes and Metaphors in Literature When introducing a new topic, include a few stand-alone examples from
well-known authors. You can also find individul simile and metaphor units on TeachersPayTeachers:. Writing
Prompt: Write a description of the first time you did something exciting or scary. Make anchor charts to
display the rules of simile or metaphor comparisons if desired.


